School Offer

Twigs magazine contains EYFS to KS2
appropriate activities, stories and lesson
plans to introduce children to earth care,
people care and future care and resilience.

Welcome to Twigs, the earth friendly young children’s
magazine that actively looks at the impact and
interconnectedness of all living things, nature and our
environment.
Twigs is evolving and as such is looking for
schools that would like to look at what Twigs
can offer their EYFS and KS1-KS2 age groups.
Twigs is a quarterly publication and lends
itself well to an environmental/climate
change project or as a way to broach these
subjects in a solution focussed and child
appropriate way.
Each issue has an average of 32pages and
includes stories, fun and engaging activities,
arts, crafts and positive mental health and
environmental messages.
Twigs supports literacy and learning with an accessible magazine that looks at how
we are all connected through adaptable activities, utilises a dyslexia friendly font
and colours, reduces over stimulation through layout and colour pallet and can
provide sensory input due to the feel of the magazine.
The accompanying lesson plans and teaching resources provide activities and
information that inform children about interconnectedness of the earth and also
promote teamwork: the need for each part to work in order to show this
interconnectedness.
Even young children are starting to experience eco-anxiety due to the news, current
topics, certain terms they hear and the way people talk. Twigs and the
accompanying lesson plans will help reduce this anxiety all the while promoting
resilience, solution focussed thinking and positive mental health. Twigs introduces
subjects such as climate change, environmental impact, permaculture and
community in a sensitive and appropriate way.

If we want children to
flourish, to become truly
empowered, let us allow
them to love the earth before
we ask them to save it.
(D, Sobel 1996)

School subscriptions
At present we can provide Twigs at an Introductory offer of 25% off RRP (no
Playpress character Included) or 20% off RRP (with the Playpress Character).

For Issue 1;
£4.10 per unit (25% off RRP)
Minimum order of 10 physical copies
Twigs digital download for sole use, in your school, by staff.
3 lesson plans with Curriculum links and 52 Climate Actions Initiatives links

Twigs will also provide a school order form for parents with an opportunity for
the school to take a percentage of the sales.

Subscriptions will be available next year, with extended resources and lesson
plan access.

For more information please have a look at
www.twigsmag.co.uk
All enquiries contact Clare Carney
twigsmag@outlook.com
07919563470

